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Effects-based analysis – core principles 
 

• Low prices and pricing and contractual freedom are generally to be encouraged, even for 
dominant firms 
• No reason to presume dominant firms always or usually behave badly / use rebate schemes to 

harm competition (partly a philosophical point, partly underpinned by theory) 

• Abuse determined based on a fact-based and coherent theory of harm to competition 
• as opposed to presuming abuse because a dominant firm employed a black-listed form of rebate 

(i.e. rejecting form-based) 

• Standard of proof based on “likely effect” as opposed to a practice being “capable” of harm 

• A consistent definition of foreclosure (across different types of alleged abuses) 

• Frameworks and safe-harbours where they make economic sense. 
• A belief that economics can offer clear principles that are administrable and serve the objectives of 

the Treaty better than the current state of the case law on rebates. 
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Definitions 

• Share of needs rebate (market share rebate) 
• Discount conditional on percentage of buyer’s requirements sourced from supplier 

 

• Lump sum rebate 
• Buyer obtains fixed payment when reaches target 

 

• Incremental rebate 
• Buyer obtains discount on each unit purchased after the target 

 

• Retroactive rebate (“all units discount”) 
• As if buyer obtains discount on units purchased after the target AND lump sum (equal to 

discount multiplied by the target) 
 

Inter alia, Intel concerned lump sum + share of needs rebate. 
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General Court on conditional rebates in Intel 
Type I: Quantity rebates are presumed lawful 

• Meaning?  Incremental rebate with standardized target?   

Type II: Exclusivity rebates presumed abusive 

• Share of needs rebates.  Target is conditional on buyer sourcing large (75%+?) share or needs 
from dominant supplier. 

• This applies irrespective of the share of the market foreclosed! 

• Objective justification not likely.  Only in “exceptional circumstances”. 

Type III: Other rebates assessed on a “case-by-case” basis. 

• Does this mean effects-based?  I doubt it. 

• In practice, does this mean try to work out whether they fit into the “loyalty inducing” box, de facto 
inducing a buyer to source a large share of its needs from a dominant firm? 

• A rebate can be fidelity building because access to the buyer is “made more difficult” for the rival 
supplier! 

• And the test is “capable of harm”. 
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Possible justifications for share of needs rebates (I) 

• Promote downstream competition among different size retailers 
• Small retailers can procure on as advantageous terms as larger retailers 
• Allows fixed cost recovery on infra-marginal units (e.g. incremental market share rebate) 
• But note Inderst & Shaffer (2009) – can dampen downstream competition too 

 

• Richer contractual structure with which to overcome asymmetric information 
• Majumdar & Shaffer (2009) – screening model, dominant firm, fringe with competitive product 
• Market share targets are profitable but have ambiguous welfare effect 
• May distort product choice but increase output for “low types” 

 
• But Calzolari & Denicolo (2013) – screening with symmetric suppliers  
• Allowing suppliers to condition on whether or not a buyer purchases from a rival is beneficial 

relative to competition in non-linear contracts 
• But market share targets are harmful with symmetric suppliers relative to when only exclusives 

are possible 
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Possible justifications for share of needs rebates (II) 

• Induce greater distributor effort when cannot contract on effort 
• Buyer focuses more on supplier 
• Customised growth targets could be an efficient way to encourage promotional effort when 

distributors are of different sizes and/or face different demand conditions…  
• Where growth target exceeds market growth, there is implicit reference to rivals? 

 

• Risk sharing 
• If distributor demand falls / rises, the absolute size of the target falls / rises 
• Market share target can assure demand (e.g. 75% target for a group of distributors guarantees 

75% of demand from the group as a whole) may be important for upstream scale economies 
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Possible justifications for share of needs rebates (III) 

• Combining appropriate incentives to invest with a buyer’s desire to stock a second supplier 
• Establish setting for investment by preventing distributor using supplier investment to benefit a 

rival supplier 
• Buyer may value second supplier (differentiation, second source of supply, resilience) 
• Share of needs targets balances both objectives 
• Not clear if any efficiencies would be accepted by the Court, this one (investment) most likely? 

 

• Should we limit contractual freedom? 
• EU Commission: standardised volume targets are less likely to be harmful since create weaker 

incentives, i.e. DG Comp more suspicious of customised targets 
• True that customised targets can be more effective at setting incentives than standardised 

targets 
• But rebates providing strong incentives are not necessarily used to harm competition and 

consumers 
• Economic theory does not support a presumption that Domco’s customised targets are usually 

either good or bad 
• Evidence lacking but required!  
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As efficient competitor tests – good or bad? (I) 

• Must ask a series of questions to assess whether foreclosure is likely, for example: 
• What degree of dominance?  Near monopoly versus borderline dominance. 
• What % of the market is allegedly foreclosed?   
• If that share is foreclosed, what scale economies are denied to the rival?  
• Why can’t the rival induce the buyers contracting with the dominant firm to switch? 

• Date of contract renewal?  Scope for induced breach of contract? 
• Is the discounted price below cost (incremental rebate)? 
• Are below cost prices charged on contestable units (retroactive or lump sum rebate)?  
• More rational for rival to accept small share competing “up to” the target? 
• Coordination failures… 

• What is the ultimate theory of harm? 
• Predation on contestable units 
• Defensive leverage (access to contestable units = base for attacking captive units) 
• Lost window of opportunity  
• Combined measures with same aim – helpful to understand which is “dominant 

mechanism for exclusion” but should still consider impact of all mechanisms individually 
and in combination 
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As efficient competitor tests – good or bad? (II) 

• The framework is a useful concept. 
• Some say less efficient rivals can improve competition, others guard against chilling competition 
• Not a critique of the framework but the cost level adopted within the framework. 
• The cost benchmark can be varied according to how interventionist you want to be / how 

concerned you are about chilling competition.   
• Compare: AAC versus LRAIC versus LRAIC + x%. 
• Some criticise the framework itself – not predation, penalty prices. 

 

• Measuring the captive base 
• Yes, the captive base is often hard to measure. 
• BUT, for compliance, it can often be helpful to say “unless your captive base is greater than X, 

your retroactive rebate does not imply below cost pricing on contestable sales”. 
• The contestable range can be sensitivity tested. 

 

• Question: price cost tests – a safe harbour or an indicator or a test of harm? 

• Other safe harbours?  “Appreciability”- what % of market foreclosed? 

• Ask the firm: for what purpose is the conditional rebate? 
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Concluding remark 

• Look out for Post Danmark II… 

• Court of Justice will opine on: 
• the role of the AEC test 
• characteristics of the market that show foreclosure other than AEC test 
• how probable and serious the anti-competitive effect should be 
• whether foreclosure should be “appreciable” 

 
 

• The setting is one of a standardised retroactive rebate scheme 

 

• Here, the Danish competition authority claimed to have followed the Guidance Paper in finding that 
Post Danmark’s scheme foreclosed an entrant (and Guidance Paper is referred to explicitly in the 
questions for the Court) 
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Locations and contact 

London  Brussels 
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Telephone: +31 70 302 3060  Telephone: +61 3 9935 2800 
Email: thehague@rbbecon.com Email: melbourne@rbbecon.com 
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Augusta House, Inanda Greens Pinar 5 
54 Wierda Road West 28006 
Sandton, 2196, Johannesburg Madrid, Spain 
Telephone: +27 11 783 1949 Telephone: +34 91 745 59 34 
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